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		This book synthesizes current knowledge and understanding of management and governance in the context of water resilience; advances theory through synthesis of research and experiences from a variety of disciplinary perspectives.  The book highlights the implications of theory and experience for innovation in practice and policy; and it explores frontiers and future research. The book further addresses the need for a consolidated, interdisciplinary approach to the theoretical advances and practical implications of water resilience for academics, resource managers, aid organizations, policy makers and citizens.    




	Water quality and availability is critical for sustaining life on earth.

	However, lack of access to potable water and safe sanitation services for billions of

	people, deteriorating infrastructure, degradation of ecosystems, and impacts of cli

	mate change signal a global water crisis. This crisis is unfolding in the era of the

	Anthropocene, where human actions are a major driving force of change at a global

	scale. Instability and surprise are expected in this era, where the interactions and

	impacts of our decisions can have far-reaching and uncertain impacts. How do we

	navigate water management and governance in the face of these challenges? A new

	water paradigm – water resilience – has emerged that acknowledges and considers

	the complex, dynamic and uncertain nature of social-ecological systems. It empha

	sizes the need for systems to both persist and provide a set of functions and to adapt

	to changing conditions. Water resilience has been advanced in scholarship over the

	past 15 years and is gaining traction in practice and policy realms worldwide.

	Acknowledgement of the complex nature of water systems coincides with the rec

	ognition that the past, command-and-control approaches to management and gover

	nance, must give way to inclusive, adaptive and polycentric approaches. Considerable

	inroads are being made into how we advance management and governance

	approaches in this new water paradigm. The contributors to this volume represent

	voices that are making important contributions to the way forward.
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Chebyshev PolynomialsCRC Press, 2002
Chebyshev polynomials crop up in virtually every area of numerical analysis, and they hold particular importance in recent advances in subjects such as orthogonal polynomials, polynomial approximation, numerical integration, and spectral methods. Yet no book dedicated to Chebyshev polynomials has been published since 1990, and even that work...
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Markov Chains and Stochastic Stability (Cambridge Mathematical Library)Cambridge University Press, 2009
'This second edition remains true to the remarkable standards of scholarship established by the first edition ... it will no doubt be a very welcome addition to the literature.' Peter W. Glynn, Prologue to the Second Edition    

       Meyn & Tweedie is back! The bible on Markov chains in general state spaces has been brought up to...
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Hacking For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Updated for Windows 8 and the latest version of Linux


	The best way to stay safe online is to stop hackers before they attack - first, by understanding their thinking and second, by ethically hacking your own site to measure the effectiveness of your security. This practical, top-selling guide will help you do both. Fully...
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Godot Engine Game Development Projects: Build five cross-platform 2D and 3D games with Godot 3.0Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create interactive cross-platform games with the Godot Engine 3.0

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn the art of developing cross-platform games
	
			Leverage Godot's node and scene system to design robust, reusable game objects
	
			Integrate Blender easily and efficiently with...
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COX-2 Blockade in Cancer Prevention and Therapy (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2003

	The revelation that aspirin and aspirin-like compounds have notable antineoplastic properties has revolutionized cancer research. COX-2 Blockade in Cancer Prevention and Therapy chronicles the evidence and presents exciting new opportunities for the use of cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) blockade in the prevention and treatment of cancer. The text...
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Analyzing Systems: Determining Requirements for Object-Oriented Development (Bcs Practitioner)Prentice Hall, 1994
This text describes and explains the ORCA (Object-oriented Requirements Capture Analysis) method. It is aimed at those interested in the description and analysis of complex systems. In particular, it is aimed at those responsible for producing strategies for the use of information technology and requirements for software development. Producing and...
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